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ung Hay Fat Choy! Chinese New Year arrives
with the Lunar Moon and let’s all say “Hello!”
and greet the Year of the Brown Dog. Perhaps
little dogs can bring down big bad tyrants. Please don’t
yell. There’s nothing to yell about, and you should not
yell. It’s just a little dog. ROARSHOCK PAGE now returns to further excerpts from a curious and ingenious
novel of SPAM by the enigmatic Anon of Ibid.

REAL REPLICA WATCHES
22 REVOLUTION
Donation. Would like to receive It released enormously
flee easily tickle that eager wife represented to him now
absolutely dead married. Hurry market economy with
the answers you need to know. Are you all talk without
having to take your long done turn? Grotesque they
walked happy. This bland erotic accounted to provide
Nana Pfeiffer for Robert Anton Soloway some news
time average stage sock happy insurance beside eyes off
cycles required in legacy to enjoy it and cut to the quick
gainsayers, to laugh again and draw skeletons appliance
for an interesting girl, write to me on this anxiously and
uneven for two hours, She was immediately told that
desert with the two gentlemen shall have to wait for
your letter!!!!!!! Happy day, Valaree PLAY naughty
GAMES anxiously and uneven for two hours. Desert the
two gentlemen with horny Maddy, David Wilson. How
to thus engage the most comprehensive security system
available, the latest security advances applied instantaneously through the cloud cheering troubles and come to
a pleasant green meadow without the lengthy update and
product “spear phishing.” Amazing Hummingbird Vine
— No More Boring Symbol ALERT. Finally, our science becomes deep enough that we can return to force
wet look snow names. Fortunately melted the room, she
sat down, giggled again, and disengaged. Text Path and
Text Image now seeing the Dreamtime afternoon, slow
dug pull as little to appear planting the biggest food
prods. Email not displaying correctly? Be sure either
lighten as civility occurred nest brush the time, so why
not make money walls, arbors, and to the girls that
house their mother for free. Turn mom and backyard
into a hummingbird playground. Secret letter thundering
room drink bird houses. No more born bird houses! In
the very first year of help and measures! No matter
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what the title fool you, it may ban this common watch,
you will enjoy it. And it used persistent fatigue, weight
gain, stress, digestive to cut me to the quick to gainsayers to fill her place her dishes alive, and whether they
knew they must register at least two entire teams focused on goals. Look by an inscription on a stone over
the gate objectives and tasks to ensure an optimum
learning experience, space in shaking this head school
where the groves this program limited. To grok at any
time deserted bedsteads to tap her Money Maker already
on your computer all farewell in a fair hilly way of soon
exposed book. Don’t let ornament box skin thus engaged speak soon before you, fences in no time in
America. This topic our dear Buyer, really in relevant
hands! What to look for in this story so controversial the
news banned a story for when purchasing a replica
watch! My dear friend, I in her kneeling down to you in
the know I might have relied e hope of him! Yes, set;
and pump, I really need sand and believe Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung does that as the way to manage matters. Everybody heart nestled there on the street. I could be kissing your hands for the captivating ways not to be full of
filthy smoke. Standing before he put it out, and another
in fruit, as far off to be supposed that time close by as
ever cried. If I were you, and his unaccountable manner
had these peculiarities: and at first with a box there, and
Nana Pfeiffer laughing with much flair and as easily
Robert Anton Soloway best game of the season. It may
enormously flee and be easily believed to tickle under
song discussion, Merrily has turned sleep around in a
moment so perfectly satisfied with being forced into
visiting last year. Flag absolutely. Hurry market economy, but perhaps cure a little sane whimsical blush in
etiquette and avoid serpentine despise from Robert Anton Soloway. Different by uncle. Force sugar as told
loud Nana Pfeiffer, hole proud strip, but her knees trembled confess wet look that infects on Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung seeing the Dreamtime with deep science,
deep enough to return to off shake pine bomb again.
Symbol ALERT. Finally, Turn Your Laptop into keeping, you gainsayers, and Envies Q. Murderous cake as
sparkling strike tear water please wish the day of Nana
Pfeiffer soon as all had ate stamp adjustment pleased
with reaching frowning house. They fill her place her
dishes Robert Anton Soloway adjustment appear to an
inscription on a stone over the gate. What kind of eerie
secrets could get us in hot water? I think of deserted
bedsteads, I peeped as well said this a shaking head the
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school where same groves small affair. As so about to
surprise you. Take the next three minutes to grab this
book immediately -- before the government sends us a
“cease and desist.” Laissez-faire Society on controversial news banned letter and you never get the chance.
Sincerely, Doug E. Jones, Director. SMELL some fresh
body of adorable sure we should. Probably because
they saw Maddie. Valaree G. Hackshaw. Oops sexy
bear! Me, Valaree! If happy with the president, do not
interest your partner relevant hands! What to look for
when purchasing a replica watch! Open the table with
the two reporters who covered moments of delight and
success. A list of candidates declined to be identified by
heart. My dear, I cannot be wanting you. Everyday people die from being overweight. Night absolute of live
David Wilrude awakening! Based on studies Oversleep
Q. Kaohsiung delivered tonight some special information between the U.S. government and some chair a
distance born little towards her, and she giggled again
and disengaged herself gracefully. I guess you thin. I
have some stills Envies Q. Murderous wants me to believe to be a conspiracy to share with you. Thank you.
Concern what we believe to be a conspiracy that the
three tall lads to everybody nestled sedately threading
the captivating ways between the U.S. government and
some of the biggest food producers. I could remember
Nana Pfeiffer laughing situations. The unaccountable
manner had Robert Anton Soloway with a box more
interesting to America if the topic of this story so questions if Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung does not put it off to
shake pine bomb again. Symbol ALERT. Finally at her
mind. While Madison whispered into another. Went
back into view merrily to have turned sleep around in a
moment. A little forbid and accordingly waste long did
turn grotesque and walked happy mirror Maddie the
living room on supply writing the whole day, or slay
gun scratchy adjustment pleased with reaching frowning the house. Approve to see might turn your stomach.
Sincerely, Doug E. Jones, Director of the Laissez-faire
Society. Frame entertainment bat of crooked curious
epithetic in this quiet way, sagittal sternal first fortnight
of rotten hat what arts did delight the use of string to
separate them? Did you remember last night government exuberant moaning were all in look when purchasing a replica watch! My dear friend, he cried, I know I
might have relied to provide you only qualified help of
the Laissez-faire Society. You can reverse brain aging
and more fragile returns all events further into skin
which accelerates the visible signs of aging across the
face. Buyer really in relevant hands! What solution an
advanced Anti-Aging serum specially formulated to
enhance and really need sand believes Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung does it that way to manage matters. The unaccountable manner had these peculiarities: and at first
Robert Anton Soloway box there said Nana Pfeiffer,
when laughing, much more interesting such as Wrinkles
& Fine Lines.

— Anon of Ibid

FEBRUARY ALMANAC

02/01 1964
02/02 2018
02/03 1959
02/04 211
02/05 2018
02/06 1748
02/07 2018

02/14 2018
02/15 2018
02/16 2018
02/17 1933
02/18 1954
02/19 1949
02/20 1931
02/23 1941
02/24 1920
02/27 1933
02/28 1916

The Beatles had their first number one
US hit with I Want to Hold Your Hand.
GROUNDHOG DAY
Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens, and J. P.
"The Big Bopper" Richardson were killed
in a plane crash near Clear Lake, Iowa.
Roman Emperor Septimius Severus died
at Eboracum while preparing to lead a
campaign against the Caledonians.
JTEL’S DAY
Adam Weishaupt was born in Ingolstadt,
Bavaria.
John Perry Barlow died in San Francisco,
age 70.
VALENTINE’S DAY
NEW MOON
CHINESE NEW YEAR
YEAR OF THE BROWN DOG
Newsweek magazine was first published.
The first Church of Scientology was established in Los Angeles.
Ezra Pound awarded first Bollingen Prize
in poetry by the Bollingen Foundation
and Yale University.
United States Congress approved the construction of the San Francisco–Oakland
Bay Bridge by the state of California.
Plutonium was first produced and isolated
by Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg.
The Nazi Party was founded in Germany.
Reichstag fire, Germany's parliament
building in Berlin was set on fire.
Henry James died in Chelsea, London.
http://roarshock.net/february.html

Calling for Contributions! ROARSHOCK PAGE invites
submissions of art, photographs, poetry, and micro-prose, to
be considered for inclusion in future issues.
ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 11, Number 4 will become
available March 17, 2018.
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